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SOLVING YOUR BUSINESS
RELOCATION CHALLENGES
Simple and stress free property and recruitment
solu�ons to support your reloca�on requirements
Reloca�ng is not always a straight
forward decision for any business, it
can be one of the biggest challenges.
At Property Promise and Purple Chilli
we know that, which is why our team
of dedicated property and recruitment
specialists want to make any
reloca�on requirement as simple and
stress free as possible, allowing you to
relax knowing you are in safe hands.
propertypromise.gi

purplechillirecruitment.gi

propertypromise

purplechillirecruitment

+350 200 40415

+350 200 67931
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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

D

ear readers,

I hope you are well. 2021 has
flown by and we are now fast
approaching Christmas. It has been a
challenging year for many businesses,
yet the overall majority have managed
to pull through. We believe in Gibraltar,
we are confident that the business
community will continue to adapt and
evolve, no matter what the future holds.
This issue we have spoken to some local
companies that have taken the bold
step of reaching further afield, outside
of the comforts of Gibraltar. There are
many others that have done this and we
hope to focus a future issue of InTouch
on these success stories. There are a
number of organisations that we have
teamed up with to help local companies
expand abroad, to places like Ireland
and Morocco, our team met up with
them for this issue.
The GFSB podcast has been very well
received. We have had a lot of listeners

Parasol_printing_ Abril 2021.pdf

1
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and have now set a solid base for further
episodes. If you haven’t heard them
you can visit our website www.gfsb.gi
and they are listed there, you can also
find them in Spotify or Podcasts app
on iPhone. This first series was kindly
sponsored by Gibraltar International
Bank, and is hopefully the start of many
more. If you have a story to tell that
would be good for our podcast please
get in touch.
We will be holding our next Speed
Networking event very soon, we
hope you can attend and get to know
some new business owners. At the
time of writing this we are already
oversubscribed for the event, so we are
confident it will be a success. We also
have our traditional Christmas drinks
very soon, so do your best to at least
attend one of these events.

you informed and maintain business as
usual during this challenging time.
To all our members who are hanging
in there, and doing all they can to keep
going, keep your eyes set on the goal,
do what you have to do, but don’t
give up. Thanks for providing goods
or services to our local community
even when the going gets tough. It
is all our local business owners’ drive
and determination that keeps our
community going, providing many jobs
and opportunities, helping Gibraltar
be the great place it is. We hope that
after all your efforts, you can find time
to enjoy Christmas with your family and
loved ones.
Have a great Christmas,

Julian Byrne
Chairman

I want to thank our Board for the
continuous effort to do the best they can
for the local business community. We are
trying to answer all your queries, keep
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GIBTELECOM
FOCUSES ON
INTERNATIONAL
EXPANSION

T

he Rock’s most established
telecommunications company
went from serving just a
domestic market to competing

on an international level with some of
the world’s largest industry players.

Gibraltar’s telecom companies, and
Gibtelecom in particular, have always
been there at the front end of the curve,
keeping up to date with technological
developments that are taking place
at a fast pace around the world.
Gibtelecom was the first to announce
1Gbps symmetrical fibre broadband
in Gibraltar earlier this year and was
among the first mobile operators in
the world to launch a nationwide 5G
network. In fact, Gibraltar has one of the
fastest broadband speeds in the world
according to the recent Worldwide
Broadband Speed League report,
where it ranked in 5th place in the 2021
international league table.
And Gibtelecom punches above its
weight on the international stage too.
Gibtelecom has made strides towards
securing for itself a role as a global
carrier through its investment in the
Europe India Gateway (EIG) submarine
cable. Providing capacity to companies
as far afield as South Africa and
Australia, the company has made a huge
contribution to positioning Gibraltar as
an international communications hub.

ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

The EIG cable system is a 15,000km
international fibre optic submarine cable
system that links the United Kingdom
with Gibraltar, Portugal, Monaco,
France, Libya, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
Djibouti, Oman, United Arab Emirates
and India. As one of the primary data
connections between India and Europe,
the Middle East and Africa, the EIG
transports significant quantities of data
between consumers and businesses.
The latest upgrade carried out last
year adds 24.3Tbps of information
carrying capacity to the EIG cable, with
a spectral efficiency increase of 52%, in
comparison with previous technology.
The original cable was designed to carry
3.84Tbps, with total capacity now being
more than 28Tbps.
The cable brings Gibtelecom into regular
contact with the 16 consortium partners,
who are all large telco companies
such as BT, Vodafone, Telekom South
Africa, Saudi Arabia Telecom, AT&T and
Verizon amongst others. These giants
of the carrier world all probably have
submarine cable departments bigger

9

BUSINESS
BROADBAND PACKAGES
Gibraltar’s No.1 business broadband provider

500Mb

250Mb

per month

per month

£550
500Mbps

SYMMETRIC
Included:
Static IP block
12 x 7 on-site support
Dedicated Account Manager

£350
250Mbps

SYMMETRIC
Included:
Static IP block
12 x 6 on-site support

100Mb

50Mb

per month

per month

£150
100Mbps

SYMMETRIC
Included:
Static IP
12 x 5 on-site support

£70
50Mbps

SYMMETRIC
Included:
Dynamic IP address
12 x 5 on-site support

Unrivalled 24/7/365 support

Direct Point-2-Point fibre

Enhanced SLA’s

Long term discounts available

For more info email
sales@gibtele.com
Subject to availability in your area.
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“Gibraltar businesses have always been
great at adapting and demonstrating
their resilience”, he added, “and we are
always open to ideas and engaging
with the local business community to
see how we can work together and
see those businesses succeed both
domestically and internationally.”

Planned
22. Philippines
23. Taiwan

15. Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
17. Oman
18. United Arab Emirates
19. Mumbai, India
20. Johor Bahru, Malaysia
21. Singapore
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WHY USE GIBTELECOM?

23

22. Philippines
23. Taiwan

For details of Gibtelecom’s business
services visit gibtele.com/business

22

ey.com/consulting

11

Do you have
all the Gibraltar
Tax Facts?
Get informed with our
Tax Facts leaflet online
https://www.ey.com/en_gi/tax-alerts
or request a hard copy
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THE GIBRALTAR IRELAND
BUSINESS NETWORK:
A FANTASTIC NEW PATHWAY TO
STRENGTHENING GIBRALTAR’S
BUSINESS LINKS
Leanne Rocca

T

he Gibraltar Ireland Business
Network was formed from
a conversation between CoFounders Oliver Gottmann

and Andrew Tait a year ago and has
since become an exciting reality.
Once the correct structure had been
formulated and other interested parties
found, they were able to hold their first
event for other like-minded individuals
in July of this year. The concept behind
the forum is to help build and grow
business relationships between Gibraltar
and Ireland, which already have some
significant historical ties and similarities;
just take Irish town or the Loretto nuns
for two examples.
Seamus explained that there are key
initiatives to the start-up forum. ‘We are
initially focussing on financial services/
gaming in the short-term as we build
our profile in both jurisdictions’. Their
subsequent plans include developing
an improved tourism industry between
Gibraltar and Ireland and have found
that people are extremely supportive of
their venture and hopes for the future.
‘We have received great feedback
all-round in both countries with the
British-Irish Chamber of Commerce,
Gibraltar Chamber of Commerce and
Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses
all responding positively to this initiative,
which was greatly received’ confirmed
Oliver.
High on the list of priorities is improving
services for companies and businesses in
both Gibraltar and Ireland, ensuring that
relationships are successfully formed
and supported to continue working
together going forwards.
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

There are key similarities between the
two jurisdictions, as Ireland has a strong
presence of the Gaming Industries
through server farms and technology
hubs, much like it is here in Gibraltar.
‘The gaming sector is a core industry
here in Gibraltar and I believe there
will be a valuable relationship for both
parties going forward between Ireland
and Gibraltar’ Andrew elaborated.
Gibraltar is a cosmopolitan hub of
a multitude of nationalities with
many individuals who may wish to
do the same as the Gibraltar Ireland
Business Network have done and form
relationships with their own countries.
So what advice could this newly-formed
team give to any budding forum startups?
‘You need to ensure you have the
time to take on the challenges and
hurdles that may arise and recognise
the importance of finding people with
a similar mindset to yourself who want
to achieve similar outcomes, which is

the key to bringing the idea together’
commented the team.
You will need to find the USP – What
Is Gibraltar bringing to the other
country or jurisdiction? What could that
jurisdiction bring to Gibraltar? Another
point mentioned was the importance
of utilising your current network here
in Gibraltar and perhaps in your chosen
country to find value and to find more
people with a similar mindset.
Although the pandemic initially put
potential halts on the planned meetings,
the team seem to be looking forwards.
‘In adversity comes resilience and
innovation, lots of countries going
through a hard time for covid and Brexit
so Gibraltar like most other countries
needs to establish future opportunities
with other places’ explained Andrew
when I asked whether COVID19 could
perhaps have brought about some
positive changes and movements.
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So what can we expect to
see in the following couple
of months from the newlyformed network?

working relationships in Ireland and will
assist with this be it in the form of advice
or through contacts.

The team will also be offering support,
help and guidance to Irish expats who
are living and working in Gibraltar. This
could be through general networking or
helping them network their career paths
by bringing similar people together.
There will be a lot more up and coming
events to be seen and the Gibraltar
Ireland Business Network will be
introducing themselves across Gibraltar
to get the name and their mission out
there; whilst recruiting members of the
community on board. The team will
also be offering support to businesses
and individuals who would like to form

‘The team are always happy to discuss
what we are trying to achieve, if people
would like to come to our events or
meet up for a coffee and find out more
about who we are and what we would
like to achieve; please reach out’.
I for one look forward to seeing a great
business network formed between
Gibraltar and Ireland and am very
keen to see where this enthusiastic
team will take the forum! An exciting
example highlighting the importance
of strengthening relationships with
other countries, which will hopefully

encourage many other individuals who
have emigrated to Gibraltar to form a
similar network with their own home
countries.
If you would like to find out more about
the work The Gibraltar Ireland Business
Network is conducting, you would like
to get involved or perhaps have an
interest in attending one of their events,
then please do not hesitate to contact
the team on their LinkedIn profiles as of
their names below.
Many thanks to Seamus, Oliver, Andrew
and The Gibraltar Ireland Business
Network.

INDUSTRY

CASE STUDY

- INSURANCE

CONTRACTED SERICES

- 1Gb PREMIUM BUSINESS FIBRE

Ibex Insurance Services Limited is an international insurance broker established in 2000 that works with
many leading insurers in order to offer clients a wide range of products which meet most general
insurance needs. Ibex Insurance is fully authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Commission
in Gibraltar and is also a member of the Gibraltar Insurance Association. Understanding the needs of
expatriate clients living in Portugal and Spain and providing a full service in the English language has
been key to the success and growth of Ibex over the years.

been using GIBFIBRE since they launched their ﬁbre connection. The installation
“ We’ve
was professionally done, with no downtime or interruption to business. The level of
customer service is excellent, response times are quick, the support team are
knowledgeable & very helpful.

GIBFIBRE now provide us with a 1/1Gb Symmetrical connection direct to our business,
the fastest in Gibraltar! The service provided is truly revolutionary and IBEX Insurance is
now able to be more productive than ever and this has signiﬁcantly improved our
communications across the board.

“

LEE EVEREST
IT MANAGER

EMPOWERING
BUSINESS

intouch |
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FOOTSTOP’S
UNSTOPPABLE
SPANISH
VENTURE
David Revagliatte

K

apil Radhakishen understands retail. Having worked for the
family’s Main Street retail businesses since the age of 16, he’s
faced - and overcome - his fair share of business challenges.
None of which have deterred the growth of his businesses

though. Kapil runs Sports City, a trading spin-off of Bhatia Limited as
well as Foot Stop, a sports footwear brand they have expanded into
Spanish cities.

I met up with him at his (bright blue)
Sports City back office to find out more
about Bhatia Limited as well as ask
about how the move into Spain is going.
Following the usual preambles and
introductions, Kapil offers me a fresh
bottle of water (which is also blue).
Before we started the interview, I
couldn’t help but ask him what the blue
thing was all about, he smiles, “this blue
office was a gift for my father, he always
joked he wanted one, so we decided to
do it one year - he loved it!”
I start the interview by asking about
Bhatia Limited and its relationship to
Gibraltar’s much-loved Sports City
store, “Bhatia Ltd is an extension to our
mother company which was the one
that started off Sports City in 1989. Since
those early days, we’ve been growing
as the trade has been growing and
changing and adapting to all the new
demands that this sector creates for
us. It wasn’t until 2014 that we created
Bhatia Ltd for the purpose of the new
Foot Stop venture which we wanted to
grow. That same year, we kicked off with
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

our first trial shop in our hometown of
Gibraltar with the hope that if it worked
well, we’d take it over to Spain and grow
the brand in Spain. That was the initial
idea and that is how it’s been working
to date.”

Expanding into Spain
Asking him about how trade was
doing in 2014, he smiled, “The thing is
in Gibraltar, it had such a good feeling
with our clients. We were seeing
the business was pretty steady and
growing, so we decided to close this
one shop and open up a bigger shop.
At that time, we had Mango, which we
decided to close and take in Foot Stop.
Since then, we tried with a shop in La
Linea due to its proximity. No other
reason, just proximity and easy
to handle because it’s just across
the border. Then we went over
to Marbella, which we opened
in 2017. Then we opened in
the same year in Ronda. The
following year, we opened in
Sevilla.”
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shops in Spain and I asked him, “Look
if there’s one word of advice you could
give me, what would it be?” His words
were, “Find the best lawyer and the
best accountant, pay them whatever it
costs and make sure you’ve got the best
on your side.” That advice still stands
today.”
Probing him on some of the specific
challenges he continued, “It’s just so
complex. A simple contract of a worker
consists of 16 pages. It’s not a onepage contract like it is in Gibraltar. You
have to have everything specific and
everything is very, very, very complex
and intense. Then in accounting, it’s
completely different, because obviously,
they’ve got IVA, which is their equivalent
to VAT. IVA is a circulating tax as they
call it, basically, it’s a nationwide tax paid
by us to suppliers which is then passed
on to customers. It causes issues when,
for example, you have products at sale
prices. It impacts your profit margins.”

Having a strong infrastructure

As expected, some of the expansion
delivered its challenges and they,
unfortunately, had to close the Seville
store soon after. “We closed the Sevilla
store which was on Calle Sierpes
because of Zara (part of the Inditex
Group), moving to the street parallel
to it. That killed trade on Calle Sierpes
because all the big boys moved over
to Calle Tetuan, I think it’s called.
We obviously felt that straight away
because it happened the year we moved
in. It was a big bang, but we counted
our losses and carried on. That’s about
Bhatia till now.”

The challenges of Spanish
bureaucracy
But the location of his Spanish stores
has not been the only challenge of
operating in Spain. According to Kapil,
the biggest, most challenging thing is
the Spanish system itself. “The whole
Spanish system is very, very
complicated and difficult to
understand. I was given some
advice when I was going to open
in Spain. I spoke to a person
who already had over 400

I must admit I was impressed by Kapil’s
level of honesty regarding some of the
problems with operating in Spain, but
I also wanted to know whether he felt
that it was still economically worthwhile.
“Since we opened in 2016, we’ve had
our ups and our downs, and obviously
COVID. COVID has been a very big
influential part in revising if we want to
carry on or not. At the moment, we are
there and we are pushing forward and
things tend to be looking brighter now
just after COVID, and they look a little
bit more positive. To be honest with you,
our initial plan when we opened in Spain
was to grow through the whole of Spain,
not just the South of Spain. Because we
had the right brands, we had the right
product and most importantly, the way
of making the brands move inside the
shop, which is the most complex part.”
One of the crucial elements behind
Foot Stop’s staying power so far was
Kapil’s implementation of effective store
infrastructures, staff and systems from
the start. “Having a shop in Ronda or
Marbella where you can’t just walk down
from your house and go in means you
need to have reliable staff and you need
to have an infrastructure that works by
itself and you don’t need to be on top
of it constantly. At the end of the day,
we ensured early on that there was
an infrastructure behind which makes
everything fall into place by itself. As
soon as the product is received, it’s very
straightforward. The staff, whoever is

there, Tom, Dick or Harry, can follow the
system. Because we have that system,
we were quite happy and we were
growing.”
I asked whether he’d thought about
closing down their Spanish operation
at any point, “We haven’t considered
closing down and we haven’t considered
retrieving, but we are considering
expanding. Even though it is difficult
and tough, the positive side of it is that
things work by themselves. In Spain it’s,
you have everyone for a certain job and
they get on with it.”

Words of advice
It’s clear that Kapil has amassed
expertise in working the Spanish system
so I asked whether he had some advice
for Gibraltar-based businesses who were
considering making the cross-border
move themselves. “If anyone is ever
considering opening in Spain, I would
give that same word of advice that I was
given all those years ago. Look for the
best accountant and the best lawyer out
there and make sure you have them on
your side because stuff is complicated.
In Gibraltar, sick leave, for example,
is only six weeks. In Spain, I’ve had a
member of staff bring in out of the blue
a sick note for 365 days, literally. Having
a capable team of experts out there is
essential.”

Christmas supply issues
Keeping the focus internationally,
but looking towards the UK, I turn
the conversation onto the Christmas
shopping season and some of the supply
issues facing the UK due to Brexit and
other transit problems. I wondered
whether he saw Gibraltar suffering
similar issues. “Correct”, he says, “since
the beginning of the year, we have
been having a shortage of supply of
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anything as tough as this! We’ve been
really lucky because the government
has helped us a lot. I can tell you from
experience that in Spain, there has been
no help, there has been no assistance,
and there has been no one to fall on, or
to help you, or someone to pick up the
phone and call.
Luckily we live in Gibraltar. Gibraltar
has been an exception where we’ve
been supported by the government,
supported by staff, supported by
everyone in general. Clients have
shopped locally, they’ve really made
sure that the local businesses survive.
The GFSB has done a really, really good
job of pushing this and making sure that
people were aware of how important
it is at this time to shop locally. The
thing is, that even with more people
spending locally, we do still need
income that tourism used to
bring. Without that tourist
shopper, it’s very hard to
survive due to overheads.”

goods. Just for argument’s sake,
the Messi shirt, the new Paris
Saint-Germain shirt. Usually, we
would receive X amounts of
shirts. Well, we’ve only received
20% of that and there is no more
stock to replenish. What there
is, is what there is and that is it.
The Manchester United shirt with
Cristiano Ronaldo. Usually, we
would receive X amount. This time,
we’ve only received a quarter or a third
of what we usually receive, and there’s
just no more stock available.”
According to Kapil, it doesn’t look like
some of the supply issues will be sorted
by Christmas either, “The suppliers
are already warning us for 2022. I’ve
just been placing my order for 2022.
Summer 2022, there’s also going to
be a very large shortage of stock. This,
I don’t think is going to end any time
soon. We’ve prepared ourselves by
opening up our product range. This way,
if we fall short on something, we’ll have
something else to cover it up. There’s
a shortage worldwide in all the brands.
From the smallest to the largest, they’re
all having problems in manufacturing.”

Local shopping trends
With such a big grassroots sports
scene, it’s safe to Gibraltar sometimes
is described as being sports-mad. I
wondered whether Covid had affected
trade here or perhaps created increased
demands on some products. “Gibraltar
is completely sports-mad. I think out of
all the shops that we have, Gibraltar is
probably the shop and the city where
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

Hopes for the future

we find repeat buyers. Where they
come in constantly to rebuy the same
product in a different version, or a newer
colour, or a new version because they’re
constantly using it. I mean, fitness
wear, running, gym wear, the gym has
exploded since the pandemic. Home
fitness kicked it off, and now obviously
we’re seeing that people are going
to the gyms a lot more and clothing
for gym wear and home fitness is just
through the roof.”

Trading through the pandemic
It seems an interview can’t really
be complete without a reference to
the pandemic or the challenges it’s
presented. While I hope the worst is
now behind us all, I wanted to know
how Kapil felt about it, “I was telling my
dad the other day, it feels like I’ve done
a super master degree in business and
economics in this past year and a half
because we’ve never, ever experienced

I ended our meeting in his
very blue office by asking him
about his hopes for the future,
“Well, our hopes are very
positive. We have our own
website, which we work with
in Spain, and during the COVID
it’s what was paying the bills over
there. Obviously, the shops were
closed and COVID, bills were being paid
by our online sales. Even then, I’m sure
that the traditional brick and mortar
retail stores are going to carry on and
they’re going to keep on coming and
we’re going to keep on growing, that’s
for sure. We’re definitely going to keep
on growing. Our intention is to keep on
growing and making sure that Gibraltar
has all the products it needs and the
right source.”
You can visit Footstop or Sport City’s
stores on Main Street.
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THE GIBRALTAR
MOROCCO
BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION:
AN EXCITING NEW
EXCHANGE BETWEEN
TWO CONTINENTS
Leanne Rocca

B

ridging the gap between
two continents, the
Gibraltar Morocco Business
Association which was

formed over 20 years ago by the
now President Mr. Clive Reed was
approached by Steven Marin with a
view to establish a physical presence in
Morocco, all this with the background of
the looming Brexit and its uncertainties,
then after few months of consultation
and meetings with HMGOG, Gibraltar
Morocco Business Exchange SRL was
set up as a corporate vehicle to establish
those links between the Kingdom
of Morocco and Gibraltar. During a
trip to Morocco, the international
communications Limited businessman
saw an opportunity and a need for a
connection to be opened between
Gibraltar and Morocco for regularised
trading and social interactions.
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communications business servicing the
Meeting with his now business partner,
financial sector in 1994.
Brahim Krikaz, a lawyer from Morocco,
they started to delve deeper into the
‘There are a multitude of reasons and
possibilities and options that could
advantages for us to utilise, maintain
be available for Gibraltar and our
and grow our relationship with Morocco’
neighbours across the straits. The
says Steven ‘out of 54 commonwealth
benefits and help we could bring to each
countries, 19 are African which means
other was not being utilised, and these
there is a mutual system and a mutual
gentlemen wanted to change that.
language which can be used between
A meeting with the Deputy Chief
us’.
Minister and an idea of hope for
inter-continental
‘Owing to this,
relations was born.
during the closure of
The first country
‘Out of 54
the border in 1969,
to sign up to an
commonwealth
Morocco was there
international Brexit
for us and many
deal with the United
countries, 19 are African
of its wonderful
Kingdom was in
which means there is
people came to
fact Morocco, so
a mutual system and a
Gibraltar to help us
it is only fitting
mutual language which
in times of need,
that this should be
can be used between us’.
running our catering
one of Gibraltar’s
establishments and
top priorities
becoming a key part
for business
of the functionality
relationships and
of our economy. Surely it is time for us
commercial shipping.
to recognise this and place importance
on the relationship with our next-door
The Morocco Business Exchange brings
neighbours, at all times not just in the
about a multitude of opportunities and
hard times. It makes business and social
potentials for both counties. One of the
sense to welcome one other and the
key ideas for the exchange is to bring
new opportunities which could arise.’
a strong logistical link between the two
countries, for shipping produce and
So what can we expect in the future?
other commercial goods between the
The exchange is currently in talks to
two countries after Brexit, something
‘twin’ Tangiers with Gibraltar, only
which Steven is an expert in this
strengthening the relationship between
field since starting his international
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us and Morocco. There are also plans
being worked on to bring about the
‘Duke of Edinburgh’ award to Tangier,
which will be the first time this has ever
been implemented in an African country.
Steven would also like to see different
sports teams visiting from Morocco and
Gibraltar to engage in tournaments,
events and other competitions.
In the pipeline there are plans for the UK
to open universities in Morocco to allow
a further ‘culture-swap’ and for students
from the UK to have the opportunity to
study in Morocco and vice-versa. This
is something Steven and the team are
strong advocates for. Maritime links
and air links are being strongly pushed
to be reinstated, currently ex-Gibraltar
residents who have returned to Morocco
are unable to come overseas to receive

healthcare which they are entitled to.
Relatives are unable to visit their lovedones and there is difficulty for produce
to be shipped. The exchange believes
that the focus should be placed on
reinstating these links and placing just
as much importance on commercial
shipping and purchasing between
Gibraltar and Morocco as there is with
Gibraltarians shopping in Spain.

are doing you can contact them directly
at steven@gmbe.ma or on their website
www.gmbe.me
With many thanks to Steven Marin
of The Gibraltar Morocco Business
Network.

One thing is for certain post-brexit and
post-covid, the business and financial
world has become a difficult place and
we should be welcoming with open arms
such potential business links, and I for
one look forward to seeing what positive
and exciting changes the Gibraltar
Morocco Business Exchange can bring
to our relationship with one of our
closest neighbours.
If you would like to find out more about
the work Steven, Brahim and the team
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GIBRAEL AND BENEFIT
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS:
THE BUSINESS AND CULTURAL LINK
BETWEEN GIBRALTAR AND ISRAEL
Leanne Rocca

E

stablished in 2014, by Eran
Shay and Ayelet Mamo Shay,
Benefit Business Solutions
is a business & innovation

consulting firm, helping businesses to
grow in innovative ways. With Eran
holding 15 years experience in working
for international company Deliotte, Eran
likes to think ‘outside of the box’ and
wanted to create a unique and more
flexible service for all. Ayelet came with
a background in the gaming sector from
Betvictor, so with both their experience
and knowledge; Benefit Business
Solutions was born! I am today Joined
by Ayelet to explain to us a bit more
about her company and its overseas
growth.
BBS will accompany businesses
throughout their life-cycle, from start-up
to IPO or sell-off. BBS assists businesses
in exploring new markets, developing
new revenue sources and identifying
ways of making the business operations
more efficient and seamless. ‘The best
way to grow your business is to identify
and make small changes, don’t try to do
everything at once, it takes dedication
and perseverance to bring about success’
advised Ayelet.
Benefit Business Solutions offer a wide
variety of services to both local clients
and International clients. For local clients
who may be looking to grow their
business but are lacking the solutions to
do so; to the international clients who
may be wanting to trial their solutions
in Gibraltar before taking them into the
bigger markets.
‘For Foreign businesses we can assist
them with their entire set up in Gibraltar,
this could be by obtaining regulatory
licensing to just simply being their local
experts here on the ground helping to
grow their business’ explained Ayelet.
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And for local clients? ‘We assist in
anything from preparation of Business
Plans, Valuations, market research, finding
investors or buyers for business disposals,
technology scouting and employee
relocations’.

meet your potential clients face to face
are able to build successful business
relations’ explained Ayelet ‘It also gives
you a better understanding of the clients
business operations and their working
environment’.

Eran and Ayelet quickly recognised
that Gibraltar was a great place for their
business, offering unique advantages
such as low taxation and its small size,
which made it particularly enticing for the
UK market and those in Europe.
They decided to branch out even further,
and their aim was to put Gibraltar firmly
on the map in far-reach places that had
never even heard of ‘the Rock’ before.
This meant taking trips to the Far East
such as Singapore and Hong-Kong; then
all the way to the US, Canada, Israel and
Russia.

‘In the words of Churchill’, Ayelet quoted
“Don’t waste a good crisis” and this was
our belief and action when COVID19
started’.

So what advice would Ayelet
give for those who are
interested in expanding their
local businesses into other
countries?
‘Our main advice for entrepreneurs who
want to expand beyond Gibraltar is to
venture out there and show your face
in your target markets. This is because
first and foremost business is conducted
between people, and it is only when you

Due to travel restrictions, many of their
clients were unable to physically come
to Gibraltar and so required the Local
Representative services provided by
Benefit Business Solutions even more.
Ayelet described how they found it was
also easier to approach new prospective
clients as people embraced virtual
meetings and the normality of zoom
calls, where beforehand it was much
more difficult to schedule to meet. She
also believes that COVID19 has also
increased the awareness amongst many
local businesses and the idea that they
can expand their potential market by
embracing technology- creating online
outlets, utilising innovative customer
experience technologies and other online
solutions.
Benefit Business Solutions are also
involved in an innovative tourism product
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for Gibraltar known as the GibraltarPass.
com which aims at completely
transforming the tourism experience and
bringing it up to 21st century standards.
An exciting move for Gibraltar, and one
we are keen to see in action!

What can we expect to see in
the future from BBS I asked?
‘We are currently working on establishing
a technology Accelerator in Gibraltar
which will attract start-ups from around
the world to come and test-trial their
solutions here, contract with some of the
bigger local corporations, and scale-up
from here to the bigger markets. This is
something we started just before COVID
began and we had to put plans on hold
until the time is right again. We believe
the conditions to progress with this
project are now ripe’.
And not content with running their
own business, Ayelet and Eran also are
founders of the Gibrael Chamber, the
link for business and culture between
Gibraltar and Israel; which has recently
celebrated its six-year anniversary.
The Gibrael Chamber has brought the
relationship between the Rock and
Israel to new heights. “We have put
Gibraltar on the map big time, both in
Israel and throughout the Jewish world”
says Gibrael Chairwoman Ayelet. “We
brought Israeli innovation to the Rock
and exposed many Gibraltarians to the
StartUp Nation through our numerous
Business Delegations to Israel and our
events, both in Gibraltar, London and Tel
Aviv”, adds Eran.

The idea to launch Gibrael came from
the realisation that there are multiple
potential synergies between Gibraltar
and Israel. Over the last few years,
both the Government of Gibraltar and
local businesses have been thirsty for
innovative technologies.
‘We believed that Israel, who is renowned
worldwide as being a place from
where many leading technologies have
emerged, could best answer these needs’
adds Ayelet.
For Israeli companies, Gibraltar can
serve as an ideal testing ground for new
technologies as well as the ultimate
gateway into the wider European
markets. There are benefits for both
countries, and Gibrael acts as a bridge
connecting people and facilitating
business from both sides.
the objective of Gibrael Chamber is to
promote, strengthen and encourage the
bilateral trade relations between Gibraltar
and Israel. The Chamber’s activities focus
on four main channels of assistance.
First, Gibrael acts as the initial port of call
for Gibraltar businesses or individuals
requiring information or assistance
on conducting business in Israel,
and vice-versa for Israeli businesses.
Second, Gibrael acts as an “introducer”,
connecting relevant businesses from both
countries; and thirdly, Gibrael advertises
and promotes relevant business
opportunities, projects, seminars and
exhibitions.

And finally the Gibrael organises
professional meetings, delegations, trademissions and thematic seminars in areas
related to the Gibraltar-Israel commercial
relationship.
Ministry of Economy, Israeli Embassy in
London (and with related institutions
in Israel such as with the Israel Export
Institute), the Manufacturers Association,
and the Federation of Israeli Chambers
of Commerce to ensure that the most
productive and positive relationship is
held between the two countries.
Keep your eyes peeled for the new and
exciting projects to come from Benefit
Business Solutions and Gibrael. You can
contact them at www.benefitgibraltar.
com to find out the best ways to grow
and improve your business today. The
Gibrael page can also be found on
facebook at ‘Gibrael – Gibraltar-Israel
Chamber of Commerce’.
Both Eran and Ayelet can also be found
on their LinkedIn profiles as of their
names below.
Many thanks to Eran Shay and Ayelet
Mamo Shay of Benefit Business
Solutions/Gibrael Gibraltar-Israel
Chamber of Commerce.
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THE GIBRALTAR-AMERICA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE:
BRINGING AN ALTERNATIVE GEOGRAPHICAL
RELATIONSHIP TO THE BUSINESSES OF GIBRALTAR
Leanne Rocca

M

aintaining and growing
relationships with other
countries should always
be a top priority for

a country such as Gibraltar. Today I
met with Sara Agnew of the GibraltarAmerica Chamber of Commerce to
discuss more about who they are as
an entity and what the running of the
Chamber involves.
The Gibraltar-America Chamber of
Commerce is a business organisation that
was started in the Spring of 2014 in order
to develop, grow, and keep business
relationships between Gibraltar and US
companies and to strengthen cultural
ties. AmCham Gibraltar is a member
of ‘AmChams’ in Europe (an umbrella
organisation with around 44 ‘AmChams’
across all of Europe and Eurasia).
AmCham Gibraltar has been accredited
by the US Chamber of Commerce since
its formation. There are many kinds of
members in the Chamber who work
in various areas such insurance, law,
maritime, finance and tourism; opening
many potential doors to companies here
in Gibraltar.
The Gibraltar-America chamber of
commerce is an entity that is committed
to promoting Gibraltar as a fantastic and
beneficial place to conduct business
with a firm interest in building lasting
relationships with US companies.

How has Covid affected the
running of the chamber?
‘Like many other businesses in Gibraltar,
Covid has affected the day-today running
of the chamber and how we interact
with external parties and our members.
We have had to adapt like all companies
and execute our events virtually. Since
the Chamber began its operation we
have taken part in 4 Trade Missions,
various charity works, roundtables and
networking events; we hope we will be
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

able to go back to doing these in person
again very soon’

Have you found any business
positives
during the
pandemic?
‘Although
Covid-19 proved
to be a difficult
time for all
businesses and
organisations,
AmCham
Gibraltar became
a member of
‘Sister Cities
International’
during this
period. This is
an international
network
partnering and
connecting
foreign cities with
the US and was a great achievement for
the Chamber.
One of their key signature events is the
annual Youth Leadership Summit which
is designed to help foster global youth
leadership. Because of the pandemic,
unfortunately this event was held virtually.

Despite this, we are pleased to confirm
that we were able to send the first
Gibraltar student to attend the YLS 2021
this year which was an extremely exciting
time for us as an entity’.

What is the
benefit of
operating both
inside and outside
of Gibraltar?
‘The benefit to this is
that you can work with
the friendly, helpful
business environment
that we are lucky to
have here in Gibraltar,
but you are also
exposed to cuttingedge businesses
with new ideas from
around the world that
wish to operate and
conduct themselves
in our tax-favourable
location. This enables us to not only learn
a lot about how other countries and
their businesses operate but to bring
that knowledge back to businesses here,
whilst hopefully establishing our own
business links.’
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What impact, if any; has Brexit
had on your entity?
As The Gibraltar-American Chamber of
Commerce this fortunately has not had
any particular negative nor significant
impact on our entity.
It could actually be said that Brexit has
in fact strengthened the resolve of our
members to look at further trading
partners from the United States as this
event has caused them to re-examine
their European trading relationships for
the future.
The decision for the United Kingdom
to leave the European Union has
consequently caused a number of
businesses to join AmCham so that they
can have introductions to the US markets
and attempt to grow their businesses
successfully in a new direction.

And what is upcoming in the
near future and the plans for
AMCHAM?
We hope you will see more of the same
success from us as is currently ongoing.
We hope to keep growing and help local
businesses with their US relationships
and businesses on the other side of the
Atlantic.

AMCHAM does here in Gibraltar you can
email them directly at info@amcham.gi
where you can submit your queries or
requests and the organisation can guide
you with how to proceed.
Many thanks to Sara Agnew of the
Gibraltar-America Chamber of Commerce.

If you would like to find out more
information about the work that
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THE NEW TAX TREATY
COMPLICATED COUNTING
BECKONS FOR INDIVIDUALS

T

he recent flurry of activity
around Gibraltar’s departure
from the EU reminds us that
the Gibraltar exit agreement

is still in the process of being hammered
out.
The agreement foreshadowed in the
proposed framework announced on 31
December 2020 outlines ambitions that
could see the most fluid frontier that
Gibraltar has enjoyed in
recent history, with the
benefits that will bring
for lifestyle and easy
access to the Spanish
hinterland (regularly
cited by Gibraltar’s
gaming community
as a major benefit
of having a Gibraltar
based business). In
addition to the exit
agreement, Gibraltar
(via the UK) has already
entered into a number
of agreements pursuant
to the Gibraltar
Protocol in the UK’s
withdrawal agreement.
These agreements
begin to shape the
basis of Gibraltar’s future relationship
with Europe and in particular Spain.
Prominent amongst them is the “Tax
Treaty”.
Having been signed by the Cabinet
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Secretary Sir David Lidington at the
request of the Gibraltar Government in
March 2021, the treaty was signed by
Spanish Minister March 2021, obtaining
the assent of the Spanish Congress on
15 July and was finally completed the
ratification process on 23 September
2021 when it was passed by the Spanish
Senate. The result - the tax treaty
comes into effect on 1 January 2022 just a few weeks away.

The Tax Treaty, for the first time sets out
the parameters that will dictate the tax
residency of individuals, and companies
as between Gibraltar and Spain, with
disputes being referred to a Joint
Co-ordination Committee containing

representatives from both Gibraltar
and Spanish Governments. The rules
are somewhat complicated, with each
jurisdiction applying it’s own laws for the
determination of tax residency, and then
“tie breaker” rules being applied where
an individual is determined to be tax
resident in more than one jurisdiction.
So what are those rules, and how can
you make sure you make the most of
the lifestyle that a fluid frontier promises
without finding yourself falling into
Spanish tax residency
by accident?
Gibraltar considers you
to be resident for tax
purposes if you spend
more than 183 days
in the jurisdiction in a
single year, or more
than 300 days over
three consecutive
years. Likewise, Spain
will consider you tax
resident if you spend
more than 183 days
there N.B. Spain also
takes other factors into
account such as the
jurisdiction being your
main base of activity
and/or economic
interests being there, or if your vital
interests are located there (think wife /
children).
So far, so good. 183 days sounds like a
lot of time - indeed it is - half the year in
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Tax Treaty Counting at a Glance

fact. But consider weekends per year
(52) summer, Christmas, Easter and
other school holidays, and before you
know it, you’ve surpassed those 183
days, nearly or actually. Particularly, as
a “day” doesn’t literally mean a full day,
but rather a visit to Spain, however brief
- including shopping trips and coffee
stops. You can therefore spend a day
in Gibraltar AND in Spain (and indeed
in any other country you might visit
that day!). So it is not difficult to find
yourself in a situation where, according
to the DAY criteria you qualify for
residency in Spain and Gibraltar, what
then?
Well if you spend 183 nights or more in
Spain (as well as 183 days) you will be
deemed tax resident in Spain ONLY.
Further, if you spend less than 183 nights
in Spain, but more nights in Spain than
Gibraltar, then sporadic nights elsewhere
(think - your summer holiday, your
half term break etc) - well those will
count towards your nights in Spain. NB

watch out for other criteria too - where
your spouse / dependants reside, the
location of your permanent home
and 2/3 net assets. To make matters
worse - beware that HNWI, Category 2
or HEPPS status are not, on their own,
going to be considered proof of tax
residency in Gibraltar.
So, what must you do to make sure you
don’t lose your Gibraltar Tax Residency
Status? Make sure you spend at least
183 days in Gibraltar every calendar
year at your own property (or longterm rental). Make sure you spend 183
nights in Gibraltar as well - if you are not
hitting that 183 nights target then make
sure you are spending more nights in
Gibraltar than in Spain. Make sure your
spouse and children are not residing in
Spain.
And that’s not it, independently of the
Tax Treaty, British Citizens may only
spend 90 days of every 180 day period
in the EU Schengen area. So, whilst you
are counting your
183 days per year,
you also need to
have an eye on
how many days
you have spent in
the EU Schengen
Area. This is a
complicated,
moving target the best way to
think about it is as
follows - on the
day that you wish
to enter the EU
Schengen Area,
you have to look
back, and ask
yourself whether
or not you have
spent 90 days or

more in the EU Schengen Area in the
last 180 days. If the answer is YES then
you have already met / exceeded the
time that you are permitted to remain in
the EU. This is a rolling 180 day period,
and it does not start afresh every time
you leave and re-enter the EU. Whilst it
is not yet clear what impact the Gibraltar
withdrawal agreement will have on this
particular travel restriction, it would be
unwise to assume that a fluid frontier,
will also result in Gibraltar residents
being rid of this EU wide restriction.
Overall, what is absolutely clear, is that
Gibraltar tax residents will have to keep
careful track of where they spend their
days and nights - as many already are.
The task can be time consuming and
laborious. Keeping an excel spreadsheet
or a paper record won’t necessarily
provide you with any proof that you
have complied with the applicable
thresholds. There are a number of App.s
that have been developed to assist
residents who need to keep track of
their tax residency - including OVRNITE
an app specifically developed with
Gibraltar tax residents in mind. The App
is available now free to download in
both the Apple Store and Google Play.
*The 90 in 180 day period applied to
British Citizens visiting the Schengen
Area and applies independently of, and
does not form part of, the Tax Treaty.
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BETTER CHANGE:
PROTECTING FROM
GAMBLING HARM
David Revagliatte

W

hen it comes to the
prevention of problem
gambling, the gaming
industry has been

making some major changes in recent
years.
This is partly due to tighter external
regulation, but perhaps more
importantly, it’s been thanks to
operators implementing meaningful
changes to the way they do things.
Better Change is one of the GFSB’s
newest members and was founded in
order to support industry operators
identify and implement strategies to
protect individuals from gambling harm.
I met its Co-Founder, Victoria Reed to
find out more.

Please tell me about yourself
I’m 38 years old, British and moved to
Gibraltar 7 years ago to take up my first
role in gaming. Prior to that, I worked
for a number of global businesses such
as News International, Trinity Mirror,
Live Nation Ticketmaster, Aimia (Nectar
card) Amobee and Friends Reunited.
Although the industries were very
varied, my role was always to solve a
problem for the brand using product
marketing as a basis. For example, some
were looking to differentiate from their
competition and future proof so required
new products to be scoped, developed
and then taken to market. Likewise,
others such as a few charities I worked
with had been government-funded since
they were started but that funding had
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

dried up and so they needed to pivot to
become commercially self-sufficient. I
initially moved over to Gibraltar to work
for Gala Coral Interactive where I was
Head of Bingo with a focus on helping
them to differentiate via the creation of
an updated loyalty scheme. From there, I
moved to Betfred where I was also Head
of Bingo but was extremely fortunate
to be mentored by the MD who gave
me the chance to assist with a highprofile acquisition amongst many other
opportunities. It was following this that I
knew my passion was in business and so
I enrolled to study at Harvard Business
School in Boston for 18 months in order
to reinforce my professional experience.

Why did you start the
business?
I met my co-Founder in 2019 while
we were both studying at Harvard
Business School. I was Head of Bingo for
Betfred here in Gibraltar whilst he owns
a successful social impact company
in Manchester. Both of us had seen
first-hand the devastation caused by
gambling addiction and knew we had
to make a difference by challenging the
status quo and thinking differently.
We aren’t anti-gambling. We enjoy
the occasional flutter ourselves, but by
partnering with
operators to help them raise standards
through improved compliance,
innovative social responsibility strategies
and providing robust safer gambling
tools designed to maximise player
protection, we knew we could help to
sustain our industry and deliver clear,

sustainable and progressive results for
our partners and their players.

Tell me about Better Change
Better Change is primarily a consultancy
aiming to help gambling operators with
their player protection strategies and
general regulatory affairs. We have built
an enviable team including Erica Young
who is our Regulatory Affairs Director.
Erica spent 12 years working for the UK
Gambling Commission and was heavily
involved with writing the LCCP (Licence
Conditions and Codes of Practice guidelines which all licenced operators
must follow) so no one understands
the obligations of the Operators more
than her and her team. For this reason,
they have been instrumental in helping
operators perform gap analyses on their
policies and procedures ahead of formal
UKGC and end of year audits. They have
also enjoyed creating and delivering
bespoke Responsible Gambling training
courses , including retraining croupiers
ahead of land-based casinos reopening
through to board level executives
regarding their Personal Management
Licence and general LCCP obligations..
Our CTO, Lee Sacker originally came
from the Trading world but had also
seen first-hand the devastation of
gambling addiction amongst his
colleagues and so decided to join us and
help create some of our bespoke tools
such as our gambling awareness course
which allows operators to proactively
intervene should they suspect a player
might be at risk of gambling harm.
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We also have our Clinical team, led by
our Clinical Director, Andrea LewisCoker who has 18 years’ experience as a
Clinical Psychologist. Andrea’s key area
of interest lies in the protection of young
adults and has worked extensively with
LAC’s (Looked After Children) who are
particularly susceptible to gambling
harm. Andrea and her team ensure that
as we’re often working with vulnerable
individuals, all of our programmes,
content and deliverables are evidencebased and backed up with clinical
research.

number, their gambling can become out
of control, and we must do all we can to
prevent that.

Finally, we work in partnership with
organisations that profit from the
gambling industry to fund important
initiatives which focus on protecting
vulnerable individuals from gambling
harm. We are currently working on
delivering a programme within social
housing and have another focusing
on supporting affected others
(those who have a husband/wife/
son/daughter/employee etc with a
gambling addiction) as well as specific
programmes for young females
experiencing gambling harm.

There are clear circumstances when
it would be heavily suggested that
someone is suffering from gambling
harm such as:

What would you define
as ‘problem gambling’ or
‘gambling harm’?

It’s also important to remember that
gambling harm isn’t just experienced
by the gambler themselves. Problem
gambling can harm loved ones such
as spouses, children, employers and
parents. We call these ‘Affected Others’
and it’s equally as important to protect

For the vast majority, gambling is a fun
and entertaining pastime which can be
enjoyed without any negative effects.
We understand however that for a small

We try to avoid ‘catch all’ definitions as
everyone is different and what could be
defined as harmful for one person might
be perfectly reasonable for someone
else. For example, an executive earning
£100,000 could potentially spend £100
a week gambling without any harmful
effects. A job seeker however spending
the same amount would almost certainly
be considered a problem gambler.

• Their gambling might be getting in the
way of their job
• They are getting into financial
difficulty as a result of gambling
• Problems start occurring with family
and friends
• The stakes and/or time spent
gambling increases suddenly or even
gradually over several years

them from gambling harm as it is the
gambling addict themselves.

How is Better Change
different to other bodies and
companies aiming to tackle
gambling harm?
There are of course other organisations
and other products that tackle gambling
harm.
We are different because we have three
separate areas of focus which when
brought together, deliver true, better
change:
1. Intervention strategies for problem
gamblers
2. A focus on Operator’s internal
infrastructures
3. External messaging for players and
regulators
We are passionate and committed to
only ever bringing fresh approaches
built on clinical science and research into
gambling addiction.
Our difference is clear in our ability to
intrinsically and organically intertwine
this much-needed activity into the
operating infrastructures of gambling
operators and the regulatory structures
of policymakers to, for the first time,
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achieve true, sustainable and authentic
protection from gambling harm.

Do you think enough research
exists into the causes of
problem gambling?
Our understanding of problem gambling
is certainly improving all the time, but
the industry is also evolving at a rapid
pace and it’s for this reason that I don’t
think enough research exists into the
causes, or indeed the solutions, for
problem gambling.
There isn’t a ‘one size fits all’ approach
to problem gambling and there are
certainly key areas that have not had
the attention and focus they perhaps
should. Better Change is keen to help
address this by focusing on initiatives for
affected others, young female problem
gamblers and those in supported
living situations where there is a clear
susceptibility to gambling harm.

Why did you set up in
Gibraltar?
The primary reason was that this is my
home and my heart absolutely now
belongs to Gibraltar. I initially came
over for 6 months but seven years on,
this is most definitely home. It also
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makes sense to be here as Gibraltar is
respected worldwide for its gaming
industry and is home to a large number
of the key operators.

way I can pay that forward and help
support others as well.

Do you feel the industry could
do more to protect players?

Regulators have increasingly high
expectations about what can be
achieved by operators in terms
of knowing their customers and
understanding what level of gambling is
affordable and sustainable for them. If
the regulated industry fails to meet these
expectations, and more cases come
to light of customers being allowed or
even encouraged to gamble unsafely,
then more onerous requirements will be
the consequence. The industry needs
to demonstrate the right attitude and
to bring in effective monitoring systems
that stand up to scrutiny. And dare I say
that the regulators need to understand
that it is possible for there to be healthy,
happy gamblers, enjoying what is after
all a valid, legal, taxed and regulated
leisure pastime. Unfortunately, until the
majority reach the level of the best, we
will continue to hear the horror stories
and the regulators will continue to be
justified in increasing their demands

We’ve always used the analogy that
it’s a bit like diet and exercise. No one
wants to be unhealthy, but we can
always do more. I think it’s the same
for the gambling industry. No operator
wants to have a problem gambler on
their client list and overall, they do an
excellent job of protecting their players.
With research and new technology
emerging all the time, it’s natural that as
understanding develops, so too will the
player protection strategies.

Why did you become
members of the GFSB?
Gibraltar is known for its thriving and
supportive business environment and
the GFSB reinforces that. Every small
business needs all the help it can get
at the start and so to have access to
a network such as this is incredibly
valuable. Likewise, Gibraltar is my home
and has given me so many opportunities
for which I am incredibly grateful. Being
part of the GFSB will hopefully be one

What are your hopes for the
future?

More info at:
better-change.org/
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THE GEN-X
HEALTH TAKEOVER
HOW DR. BERAN PARRY HAS BROUGHT
NATURAL MEDICINE INTO THE SPOTLIGHT
IN GIBRALTAR
Leanne Rocca

M

aintaining good personal
health in the 21st century
has become of huge
importance to a lot of us.

With more and more people turning to
natural medicines and supplements, I
met with Dr.Beran Parry to discuss her
company ‘Gen-X’ to find out more about
natural health.

Dr. Beran has been a nutritional therapist
for over thirty years and has a PhD in
Natural Medicine. ‘I Practise functional
medicine, this means using the
nutritional principles of Medicine but is
based off of results from DNA tests and
blood works’ said Beran. On top of her
doctorate and rapidly growing business,
she is also an established author with her
titles ‘Total Immunity Defense’ and ‘The
Ageless Metabolic Cookbook’ available
on amazon.
She created Gen-x health to provide
natural medicines to the people of
Gibraltar, however the success of this
company has branched out in Europe
and internationally to places such as
America and Africa. A Gibraltar based
and run business, and the first and only
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Natural medicine company to be formed
here. Clients are very much regular
and return users who are investing in
themselves and their health not just oneoff visitors.
Natural medicine is performed using
natural supplements but taken at the
correct prescribed dosage. When you
buy over the counter supplements there
is no one there advising you how to take
them, what works for one individual
may not work for another. This is where
Gen-X allows the dosage and regularity
to be prescribed correctly to be efficient
and hugely beneficial to your life
whilst seeing amazing results in health
performance.
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was specifically useful in fighting covid
and was shown to reduce and relieve
symptoms in 48 hours.
Most of Gen-X advertising and
marketing is carried out through various
social media channels such as Facebook
and Instagram. ‘Advertising has never
been a focus for the company’, Beran
explained to me; ‘we believe the quality
of the products we are distributing
and our large regular and returning
customer base is proving to be telling
enough of our work’.

Although natural supplements are
exactly that, ‘natural’, Beran would
highly advise that medical advice
is taken before taking a variety of
supplements as any chemical medicines
you may be taking could counter-act
these and cause adverse reactions.
Gen-X began their export and shipping
in July 2020. During Covid-19 keeping
in good health became of utmost
importance to all of us. With a lot of
us increasing our exercise regime as
sometimes this was our only freedom,
for Gen-x they saw an increase in
productivity and sales. Covid was an
extremely busy period for the business,
and during this time they launched the
‘Immunity Shield’ range which helped
clients and customers alike keep their
bodies in peak condition to ward off
Corona Virus. Their most popular
product was the ‘Immuno Shield’ which

Beran prefers to chanel her efforts
into educating and informing
individuals in the community, this
may be through question and
answer sessions and Instagram
lives. She also offers a free
15-minute consultancy session to
anyone who would like advice
on their health issues, has a
specific query or is just interested
generally to know how to
improve their over-all wellbeing.
An issue that they did find, however,
was that shipping and distribution to
clients was massively slowed down and
did lead to some delays in deliveries
to clients. However, Berran estimates
they managed to maintain 80% of their
customer base which is very impressive
during such a difficult and testing time.
Also some of the lab work and tests that
had been undertaken for their clients
had to be repeated as the delays in
the delivery to the relevant parties for
analysis due to shipping issues meant
that they were unusable.
Berran offered her advice for anyone
who may be looking to expand their
business into Europe or internationally.
And that ws that the most important
part is being sure of the entire shipping

process
your products will
be taking to ensure that it is as smooth
as as least problematic as possible to
avoid loss of both clients and items.
Finding the exact route your products
will take will allow you to forward plan
and put as many preventatives as you
can in place to ensure the deliveries are
a success.
And what is next for the ever-growing
international Gen-X? Dr. Beran is lined
up to visit several medical and health
facilities in Gibraltar in the next few
weeks to provide advise on how natural
medicine can be used with their patients
and clients. Her next move will be to
branch out into Spain and do the same
there.
If you would like to know more about
Gen-X, Fit-4-Life or Dr. Berans work you
can contact her at:
beran@beranparry.com,
on her website www.beranparry.com,
through the Gen-x Health website
www.gen-xhealth.com
or at the Fit4Life Medical Centre here in
Gibraltar.
Many thanks to Dr. Beran Parry and
Gen-X Health.
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IMAGINE

A NEW TYPE OF
CREATIVE
AGENCY
David Revagliatte

I

magine a place where commercial
challenges can be solved creatively
and where fresh perspectives
create new business opportunities.

A place that aims to make meaningful
and lucrative connections. Well, that’s
the vision of David Pino and his business
(and life) partner Andrea Lagares. They
decided to swap Spain for Gibraltar and
set up creative agency Imagine Creative
earlier this year. Since then, they’ve
been building an impressive client list
that includes firms on both sides of the
border. I met up with David to find out
more.

Can you tell me about
yourselves and why you
decided to set up the agency?
Yes of course! Firstly, Andrea and I
are very creative-minded people and
lovers of all aspects of marketing and
advertising so setting up the agency
felt like a natural step. We enjoy helping
people with solutions that will bring
about transformations in their business
or projects. We both bring years of
experience working in the field of
marketing, graphic design and content
creation so setting up the agency
combined our passions and skills perfectly.
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

We are aware that not everyone
makes a living from what they are
passionate about, we feel very fortunate
to say that we do what we do for
personal satisfaction. We have always
loved to help others in one way or
another. And without a doubt, the best
part of our job and our main objective is
to help other people achieve theirs.

never

What makes Gibraltar a good
place to do business?
I have been working in Gibraltar for a
number of years before we decided
to set up the agency and I enjoy the
variety of businesses that are based
here. Being Spanish, Gibraltar helps us
both a lot on a personal and professional
level, getting to know a new language
with a culture different from our own.
Thanks to this, we have the possibility to
work with people who help us to grow
professionally as well as personally.

What have been some of the
challenges so far?
In January 2021, Gibraltar was going
through a very complicated time due to
Covid-19, this was when we decided to
leave our jobs and our economic
stability to embark on this adventure
in which we had full confidence in.
Although we took it as a challenge, we

doubted our possibilities, as we are very
ambitious, experienced and prepared
to take on anything. We are young with
a lot of strength and desire and we are
here to make big changes.

Gibraltar has seen a wave of
new marketing agencies and
set up over the last few years,
what makes you different?
We are aware of this and the reality is
that we love it, because we like to be out
of our comfort zone, and that’s when
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the best ideas come out. Today, in the
world’s top 10 creative and marketing
agencies, Spanish agencies lead
the ranking and are the sector’s
benchmarks. And our culture,
the way we do things, the
passion we apply to our
work, and it is only thanks
to this that we obtain the
best results.
What makes us
different from the
rest is that we
see things from a
different perspective,
creating ideas and
concepts that are
completely identified
with the values we
want to transmit. For
us, it’s not about a job, it’s
about passion, it’s about
transmitting feelings. There is
always a reason why we do things.
In short, we bring fresh ideas of how
and why to do things.
On the other hand, we believe that
by joining forces, as long as both
parties are fully involved, great results
can be achieved. Nowadays Imagine
Creative collaborates with other
agencies on common projects. We
love creating synergies and we see it
as a real opportunity to obtain greater
profitability and grow professionally.

You recently worked with La
Linea’s Balompedica football
club, how did that project
happen?
At Imagine we are passionate about
sports. We think that sports influence a
type of lifestyle and positive values that
help you in other situations in life, such
as responsibility, perseverance and hard
work. We have always loved football
and being involved in sports projects.
The Balómpedia Linense FC subscribers
campaign came about and they needed
a video for their campaign. We had
a meeting with them and our style of
video and ideas were what made all the
difference. The objective has been more
than achieved, as this year the number
of subscribers has surpassed previous
years, despite the restrictions at the
stadiums.

Are you hoping to take on
more Spanish clients?
Of course, in fact, more and more clients
are coming, for them, it is a very positive
thing that we can work in both
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What are your hopes
for the future?

languages. Spain is a big country and full
of new possibilities, one of our goals is
to open a new office in Spain, which will
lead the Spanish client base.

Do you help local clients
produce campaigns and
content for Spain?
Yes, thanks to the fact that we are fluent
in Spanish as this is our mother tongue,
more and more clients are relying on
us for their communication in Spain.
This opens up a whole new world of
possibilities.

You run it as a couple, what’s
it like running a business with
your partner?
For us being a couple and having a
business together is a blessing, it allows
us to get to know each other better
as people and to communicate much
better. As a company, we are both very
clear about our responsibilities and roles,
which helps us to be the perfect team.

Although we are a very young
agency, we have very ambitious
goals. We are currently in the
process of expanding our team in
order to multiply our productivity.
We have worked a lot on our internal
processes and we are looking forward to
increasing our “family”. Our mission has
been clear to us from day 1: to be part
of large local and international projects,
and to be a reference thanks to our
work.
To achieve this, our team is constantly
learning, receiving constant training and
mentoring from the best marketers in
the world and always investing in better
technology, thus providing services that
guarantee quality and results.
We are clear that we want to turn
Gibraltar into a reference point for
innovation and we have been working
for several months on a project that we
are very excited about as we are certain
that it will completely revolutionise the
market in Gibraltar. We will be able to
unveil it very soon.
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FIRST YEAR
ANNIVERSARY
WITH PROPERTY
PROMISE & PURPLE
CHILLI RECRUITMENT

H

aving recently celebrated
the First Year Anniversary
of Property Promise and
Purple Chilli Recruitment,

we couldn’t think of a better way than
to reflect and provide readers with an
insight into just what we have been up
to and how far we have come in such a
short space of time!

Who are we?
We are a team of passionate, friendly,
people orientated consultants who really
do value our customers. We surround
ourselves in like-minded individuals and
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business to ensure our
customers are provided
with a fantastic service
from end to end.
When did we start?
Property Promise and
Purple Chilli Recruitment were
established after husband and wife
team, Hayley and Trevor, saw a gap in
the market for more of a personal and
informative property and recruitment
service. Having relocated from the UK
to Gibraltar themselves, and started
the process of applying for work
opportunities they saw an opportunity

to grow a business as specialists in
relocating, alleviating perceived
pressures of expatriation, moving home
and searching for career opportunities.
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The concept of offering property with
recruitment was established due to our
customers’ requests for our assistance
with both services, and of course, we
wanted to assist with each of these
momentous processes to ensure the
journey runs seamlessly, stress free and as
enjoyable as possible. A new job, moving
house and/or moving Country is stressful
but also exciting and we aim to enhance
this aspect that can get forgotten.
We believe our exceptional customer
orientated and personal approach is
what forms our long-lasting relationships
and will serve the company well for the
forecasted growth.

Whats next?
We have really big ambitions!
The Property Promise team are
expanding into B2B to assist with office
space, warehousing and retail stores.
We also offer an array of storage units
suitable for storage of personal items or
retail products with the ability to acquire
a trade licence if required.
New businesses commence here in
Gibraltar every week, and others expand
or downsize, all of which we are here
to assist with, everything from a shared
office to relocating an entire team of
employees from overseas.
The Property Promise team are now
able to assist with the regeneration of
Gibraltar, by way of access to various
funding for developers, this is something
relatively new, but something we are
proud to be associated with,

making Gibraltar a better place for our
community and local economy is always
at the forefront of what we do.

Contact us…

Purple Chilli Recruitment is the fastest
growing recruitment company we have
seen here in Gibraltar. Our live vacancies
are growing month on month, serving all
size businesses, locally and globally. Our
unique methodology and enabled us to
achieve success we didn’t expect, but we
are exceptionally proud and will continue
to strive to meet our client’s needs, now
and in the future as the industry changes.

Email Us: support@propertypromise.gi or
Call Us: +350 20040415

We would love to hear from you, please
contact us via:

Email Us: support@
purplechillirecruitment.gi or
Call Us: +350 20067931

We aim to double the size of both the
property and recruitment sectors within
the next 12 months. We are about to
launch a recruitment campaign recruiting
for marketeers, admin, property agents
and recruiters. If you are interested in
working with us, please look out for
our advertisements on social media
and LinkedIn. There are many reasons
why working with us is an amazing
opportunity not to be missed, you can
become part of a company that strives to
be the best, we are innovative and always
looking for new ideas! We are flexible
with home and office working, pay an
excellent salary, have great team support
groups, run team building afternoons and
much more.
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PRO SERVICES:
THE REAL MEANING
OF CLEANING FOR
GIBRALTAR
Leanne Rocca

P

ro Services Gibraltar was
established in 2010 as a
top-quality valeting and
professional car detailing

service Pro Valeting. Prior to this it was
known as the ‘Wash n Shop’ which
began in the year 2000 in the Safeway’s
carpark, and due to its success the idea
to expand the business began.
Once established, it soon became
apparent that the highly recommended
company had room to grow and a gap
in the market and Pro Services Cleaning
was born.
Fast forward and the team have now
expanded substantially into different
areas, offering a multitude of cleaning
for households and commercial entities.
Other services include jet-washing, an
ironing service, end of tenancy cleaning,
floor restoration and upholstery
cleaning.
In regard to Covid-19, the effect on Pro
Services was a two-sided event. On one
hand a lot of their regular clients such as
offices were closed and home-owners
were also worried and would not allow
people into their house, even to clean.
However, due to the increase in cleaning
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procedure in Gibraltar
and public areas during
this time, this meant that
the company took on
a lot of new work such
as disinfecting lifts and
building entrances on
a much more frequent
basis.
A positive to look upon
when many companies at
this time were loosing a
multitude of clients.

So what makes
Pro Services
stand out from its
competitors?
‘We ensure that
whatever we do, we do it
as best as we can. What
is most important is that
our clients are happy
and content with the
work we produce, which
ensures that we get
recommended time and
time again. We value each and every
one of our customers and take on all of
the business opportunities that present
themselves to us’ a quote from Simon,
owner of Pro services.
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And with lots of competition and many
small entities in Gibraltar now offering
cleaning services, the team are very
aware of how imperative it is to stay
ahead of the game and retain happy and
satisfied customers.
‘A unique point about our business is that
although there are a lot of companies
much larger than us out there, there
are also those that are a lot smaller. Pro
services sits as a medium-sized entity
which has the advantage of being run
for many years now whilst keeping a
‘personal’ feel with our clients. We are
large enough without being too large to
keep up standards of works completed
yet not to small that we are ever
overwhelmed by work and let our clients
down. It is an important balance we
believe we have created, always ensuring
our customers are put first’ says Simon.
‘We ensure that all jobs are followed
up with our clients to ensure they will
be returning and our good reputation
continues here in Gibraltar. Window
cleaning is actually our best seller as
we are the only cleaning company in
Gibraltar that have our own ‘Cherry
Picker’ lorry, meaning that we can reach
all of the high-rise buildings here with
speed and ease’.
And whilst we have all seen many
negative and unwanted results of the
United Kingdom leaving the European
Union, Brexit seems to have brought

benefits and
more work to Pro
Services.
As many people
have moved into
Gibraltar in the
past year to try to
minimise the effects
of the border and
Brexit this has meant
that there have been
many more clients
who are requesting
cleaning services
in their apartments
after Gibraltar has
saw a large rise in
the demand for
property.

And what plans
for the future
can we expect
to see from
this exciting
home-grown
business? A
final word from
Simon;
‘Our aim is to
become as efficient as possible to
help the environment and do our bit in
combating climate change by recycling
and minimising our carbon footprint, even
more than we do so already. Our focus is

on constantly providing our staff with up
to date training and ensuring they work
as best as they possibly can. We would
like to continue to grow our team whilst
working together to constantly improve
the business and give the best service
possible to the best standard every time’.
If you would like more information on the
fantastic work Pro Services do and any
upcoming news from them please visit
www.proservices.gi or alternatively you
can send an email directly to
info@proservices.gi
Many thanks to Simon Micallef Eynaud
Carr of Pro Services.
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SHINE BRIGHT
LIKE A LIGHTHOUSE
The Story Behind Our Rebrand

Y

ou may have noticed that
we’ve been busy behind the
scenes at Bulb HQ creating
a new stellar brand that

people will connect with and remember.
We’ve taken time to craft a strong brand
strategy that better reflects who we
really are.
After a period of steady growth, we’re
redefining next-generation marketing and
innovation and producing a fresh modern
image that encapsulates our vision,
mission and values. Amidst a crowded
marketing scene, we are shining brighter
than ever before. We’re illuminating the
path to success for our clients and casting
new light on Gibraltar’s marketing scene,
all while ensuring we continually deliver,
even better than before. For us, it’s as
much about who we are as it is about
what we do.
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No one succeeds alone. We are a family
here at The Bulb and each one of our
talented team members is a brand
ambassador. We’re all really excited
about the changes to our image and
how this enhances our ethos and culture.
Our brand is an extension of who we
are, and we are like no one else. How
people experience and interact with us
is a fundamental part of our branding,
and we own that! Jeff Bezos famously
said, “branding is what people say about
you when you’re not in the room.” We
believe that quality in terms of service
is not what we put into it but what our
clients get out of it.
We’re thinking more than ever about
new tools, resources, and behaviours
that will enable our success and help
us continually deliver, even better than
before, for our clients. There’s increasing
importance in modern marketing of the

human connection. We’re looking at new
ways to build on that to differentiate
and distinguish ourselves from our
competitors. We’re making lasting and
emotional connections. Through our
passion, effort and ambition, we strive
to shine the brightest and not just to be
better, but to be the best for our clients
and for Gibraltar.
We have a new image, a brand new
website and some new marketing
collateral. There’s a real buzz around
Bulb HQ at the moment. We are making
things happen and getting people
excited about what we can offer. Our
new logo is based on the concept of
a lighthouse that represents a pillar
of stability, reliability and trust. This
messaging really captures our spirit. Our
lighthouse at Europa Point is an iconic
feature in Gibraltar, and we want our
brand to be the same. Our clients come
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on a journey with us. We help them define and understand
their needs and the needs of their customers, prime a
preference for our client’s brand and deliver ideas, creativity
and content that resonates. For us, it’s about creating trust and
long-term relationships that provide value.
There will be a lot more cool content, blogs, and features
coming soon, so watch this space. The lights are on, and we’re
definitely home!
We’ll leave you with one of our favourite quotes from
marketing guru Joe Chernov:

“Good marketing can make our
company look smart, but great
marketing makes our customers
feel smart.” Trust in the power of
the light to guide you home.
The Bulb - Creative
Marketing
3-5 Cannon Lane,
1st Floor,
Gibraltar
+350 200 44022
wearethebulb.com

Over 9 million people
worldwide have experienced
the power behind Invisalign®
clear aligners.
When is it your turn?
Contact us for a consultation appointment
now on 200 52882
15D-1 Town Range, Gibraltar

L iv
No e
w!!
!
Service or Retail
3 min to register
Sync your current website!!!
Register FREE today: www.gib.shopping
intouch |
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Breakfast Club

ALLABROAD SAILING
ACADEMY HOSTS THE
BREAKFAST CLUB
David Revagliatte

O

ne of the many benefits
included in the GFSB’s
membership fee is the
ability to attend regular

- and free - events. Our Breakfast
Clubs usually take place around once
a month at our conference hall and
involve lectures or seminars delivered by
experts from across Gibraltar’s business
community.
September’s event was hosted at All
Abroad Sailing Academy’s renovated
Marina Bay HQ and covered a variety
of subjects including the importance of
training your workforce. We caught up
with James Holman to find out more
about the business.

Why did you offer to host the
GFSB Breakfast Club?
We invited club members down for
a change of scenery, we have traded
for 21 years in Gibraltar and wanted to
thank our network for all the support
and business they have put our way. We
talked about upskilling and side skilling
employees and owners, and to explain
what the benefits are with doing this in
a business. As a thank you we invited
them onto our boats for an afternoon of
fun whilst viewing our new facilities.

You are longstanding
members of the GFSB, why do
you feel this is important?
We are and networking in a community
and business is very important. I would
suggest anyone thinking about joining
to attend a breakfast meeting and
the benefits will speak for themselves.
You will meet refreshing like minded
ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021 | intouch

professionals who
strive to be the best
they can be.

Tell me about
Allabroad
Sailing Academy
We are training
specialists in Maritime,
Rescue, Medical and Health
and Safety training. We train
people from all walks of life, we like to
keep our fees down so we can work
with our clients to progress in their field
of training, this enables them to thrive
and achieve their goals. Our courses in
sailing start from £650.00 all inclusive a week with no hidden fees. We strive to
make sailing accessible to everyone, it is
no longer a just a rich persons sport.

What’s been your most
important business lesson?
Keep up to date with the changes in
your industry. It may be via continuous
personal development (CPD) or
experience, either way business is
forever changing with rules, regulations,
laws, technology and client needs
and if you don’t keep up with this as a
business, you will be left behind.

Has Brexit had
an impact on
your business?
As with all
businesses we also
were impacted by
this, however we had
contingency plans in
place and we very well
prepared. Our team pulled
together and were instrumental
in the enhancement and ongoing
development of the new challenges we
have faced and continue to face.
What are your hopes for the future?
We would like to work more with local
companies and the community with
their training needs and are pushing to
show the skills of our current instructors
and trainers, who we are very proud
of. We train over 500 courses and hold
multiple accreditations with governing
bodies.
If you’d like to host or attend a future
Breakfast Club, please visit the Gibraltar
Federation of Small Businesses website
www.gfsb.gi/events/
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SPONSORED BY

BUSINESS
INNOVATION
AWARD

2022
PRIZE:
The winner of the GFSB Business
Innovation Award will receive £2,000
worth of IT and communications
equipment sponsored by Gibtelecom and
one year’s worth of FREE advertising in
the GFSB’s InTouch Magazine to further
promote their business.
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Excelling in
the midst of
complexity

A Career In
Construction

TECHNOLOGY
EDITION
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It is during our

www.gfsb.gi
darkest moments
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that we must
focus to see the
light

Rewarding Change:
Gibraltar
Sustainable
awards

The success
of a business
should start with
the health and
wellbeing of its
employees
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Meet the tech
www.gfsb.gi
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founder:
Easy Payment
Gateway’s
Alex Capurro

The CEO Q&A:
Peter Bassill,
Hedgehog Security

‘Let’s Create
Something
Special’: Talking
Tech and Business
with Piranha
Designs
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www.gfsb.gi
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For further information on how to apply, contact the GFSB at
gfsb@gfsb.gi or call 20047722.

Closing date for applications is Monday 31st January 2022
Applicants must have all business licences up to date and produce them on application.
intouch | ISSUE 42 | AUTUMN 2021
Applicants must be fully paid GFSB Members. The GFSB reserves the right to accept or deny applicants.
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New Member Profile

REGUS GIBRALTAR
David Revagliatte

A

ccording to the online
fountain of knowledge,
Wikipedia, Coworking is
an arrangement in which

“workers of different companies share
an office space, allowing cost savings
and convenience through the use of
common infrastructures”.
But from my own experience of
coworking, the benefits go way beyond
the cost-saving and convenience. Often
used by freelancers, startups and an
increasing number of remote workers,
they often become spaces in which to
build your network through the sharing
of ideas and resources.
For this issue’s New Member profile, I
met up with Jorge Varo who swapped
Sweden for Spain before setting up
Regus Gibraltar in 2017.

Tell us a little about yourself,
how did you end up in
Gibraltar?
I was born in Sweden, and in 1995 I
decided to move to Spain, as it’s the
nationality of my parents. Since I am
in Spain, I have always been in the
service sector starting at Hotels, MICE,
Spa & Gym and since 2011, I started
working with Regus, one of the largest
workspace providers in the world.
Having worked first at Regus Marbella, I
decided in 2017 to open Regus Gibraltar
WTC during the same time that the
World Trade Center was built. Regus
Gibraltar now belongs to the Swiss
franchise consisting of more than 50
business centres including a centre in
Monaco. The Swiss Franchise took over
Switzerland, Gibraltar and Monaco 2
years ago, as they wanted to be part of
the IWG Group with Regus as a branch,
in order to leverage the use of flexible
workspaces for clients no matter their
destination on the globe.
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What is different about Regus
Gibraltar?
Regus Gibraltar is situated in one of
the most unique locations in Gibraltar,
providing all the solutions that the group
can offer. A large business centre that
offers private office, coworking, virtual
office, meeting rooms, day offices
and a lounge for all the membership
customers. Something great with this
location is the mix of nationalities and
cultures, as many of our customers
come from other countries that have
decided to relocate to Gibraltar.

What kind of companies,
sectors and individuals are
currently based at Regus
Gibraltar?
It’s a super diverse bunch! We have
companies from Gibraltar, UK,
Scandinavia, South and North America,
Canada, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Germany,
Belgium, Netherlands, Israel and many
other countries. We are not focused
on a special sector, but we have many
companies related to DLT, Blockchain
and Crypto, Insurance, Shipping,

Investment, Admin and Marketing. These
companies have chosen our style of
the workplace which is simple, unique,
prioritizes coworking and offices and
comfort as well as business needs.
The co-working sector has boomed
across the world, what’s driven this?
As Mark Dixon (Founder and CEO of
IWG PLC) explained, that this was a
trend that was ALREADY put in motion
prior to any pandemic. If you will, the
pandemic acted as a catalyst to surface
the “consumer need” of coworking and
flexible working plans. The trend was
already being adopted around the world
but now it’s more visible and gets more
recognition because of the multitude
of services and options companies like
IWG are able to offer to their clients. In
particular working environment styles
such as Spaces, Regus and Signature or
location-wise, next to airports, close to
city centres or centres closer to nature
like some of our centres in Basel.
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Is it mainly startups that use
the space?
We do have a strong number of
startups, but as well major companies
in other countries that have set up
a branch in Gibraltar, and prefer our
workspace solutions cause of the
flexibility we offer, our all-inclusive offer
and that offer a solution that keeps the
employees focused on work, and do
not need to think about the office itself.
We also have companies that have
been many years in Gibraltar but have
discovered that our way of working,
suites their business better, and much
more now after the pandemic.

What are some of the benefits
of co-working vs hiring more
traditional office space?
Coworking has shown to have multiple
benefits including but not limited to,
higher retention rates, higher client and
employee satisfaction rates, long term
stability and long term business growth.
Coworking is in our nature as humans
are collectivist creatures and we enjoy
the company and working with others
more than we do so by ourselves

WeWork recently announced
that it hit financial trouble last
year, do you think it could
spell the end of co-working?
“If someone is sailing the wrong way
it doesn’t mean the sea is wrong” The
trend of coworking is here to stay as
mentioned by many experts in the field.
It’s about getting the formula right and
providing your clients with services they
need and find useful with respect to
price, brand and service.

It’s hard not asking this one,
but have you seen a ‘return to
the office’ after Covid?
There are mixed feelings with the
subject of returning to the office.
Some employees would like to have
the flexibility to work from home while
facing the pressure of their organization
demanding they work from the office.
Other firms let their employees be
flexible. It all depends on the domain
the firm operates in and what it seeks to
achieve. If you have people who code
all day it’s a lot easier to have them
work from home if they need to deliver
a script at the end of the day compared
to having a community manager who
needs to be in the office to interact and
talk to the clients.

What are your hopes for the
future?
We hope the trend will increase over
time as more and more clients will
understand the benefits of coworking
and flexible working options. It’s all
about adapting to upcoming consumer
needs and providing the expected
service while paying attention to
everything in between

Special discount for
GFSB Members
Regus Gibraltar WTC has signed
a partnership with the GFSB,
offering a 10% discount on any of
the solutions we provide. You will
find this partnership and link on
the GFSB web.
www.regus.com/en-gb/gibraltar
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COMPETITION TIME!

W

elcome to the all-new Intouch Magazine Competition!
The answers to the following five questions can be
found within this issue’s interviews and features. Answer
the following five questions correctly for a chance to

READING
WINS
PRIZES!

win the following prizes:

Wally’s Social:
£180 worth of services or training course. 3 months expire date from the
date the winner receives the voucher.

Aphrodite Beauty:
£50 voucher to be used on products or treatments. 60 days expire date
from the day voucher is claimed.

Beacon Press:
£20 voucher to be redeemed in one visit in any Beacon Press products
valid for 30 days.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

In which of these locations does Sports City spin-off Foot Stop NOT have a store?
A. Ronda

C. Gibraltar

B. La Linea de la Concepcion

D. Madrid

Which local training academy hosted September’s Breakfast Club?
A. All Abroad Sailing Academy

C. University of Gibraltar

B. Gibraltar College

D. Language Centre

How long has The Jewel Box Gibraltar been in business?
A. 10 years

C. 30 years

B. 20 years

D. 40 years

Who sponsors the Business Innovation Awards?
A. The Bulb

C. Gibtelecom

B. Trusted Novus Bank

D. TSN

Which GFSB board member holds the Vice-Chairman role?
C. Daniel Delgado
A. Janet Brear
D. Brenda Cuby

B. Owen Smith

Please send your answers along with your full name, telephone number and
contact email address to gfsb@gfsb.gi no later than Friday 14th January 2022.
Prizes Terms and Conditions:
Wally’s Social: Voucher valid for three months from the collection date.
Aphrodite Beauty: Voucher valid for 60 days from the collection date.
Beacon Press: Voucher valid for 30 days from the collection date and must be redeemed in one visit.
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CONFERENCE ROOM RENTAL:

With new
COVID rules,
please ask
for details

MEMBERS
NON-MEMBERS
£15 per hour
£30 per hour
£55 for half day £110 for half day
£80 for full day £160 for full day
Tea/ Coffee will be provided.

(The room can hold a maximum of 60 people standing, and 25-30 people training).
We aim to use the money made on the rental of these facilities to develop and improve our
training facilities for our members.

Interested? Contact Us

(+350) 200 47722

gfsb@gfsb.gi

Is your website working

hard enough?

We believe that your website should work harder than all your
employees. Your website should be attracting prospects,
communicating with them and turning them into long-term clients.
For over 18 years we have been specialising in creating beautiful
websites that work perfectly across all mobile devices, but above all
increase your sales.

Contact us for a coffee and a free website analysis.

+350 200 45599
info@piranhadesigns.com

G I B R A LT A R - L O N D O N - E D I N B U R G H
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Meet the Board | Rosana Olivares
come to see us. For me and the team,
it’s very rewarding when the tourists
come and say, “I come here every year,
and that makes me feel very happy.”
Obviously, they come here every year,
because it’s convenient and we must be
doing something right!

What is your formula for
success in retail?
I often hear that we have to do this
or we have to do that, but for me, the
reality of the matter is only one; That
if you want to have customers, you’ve
got to make your shop attractive. If
you don’t make it attractive pricewise or service-wise or quality-wise,
the customers are not going to come.
That applies to every sector of the
industry. If we want whatever, it’s the
same story no matter what business
you have. To stay successful, you have
to be consistent, build trust and not to
let your customers down. If they have
a problem, try and solve the problem in
the most decent manner that you can.

T

he GFSB’s Board represents

How are things going now?

a cross-section of Gibraltar’s

Now it’s easier because I’ve got my
three daughters onboard and I have a
very good sales team. We are doing
small scale manufacturing, and we also
have another workshop. All this means
we know the product very well and
can give a really, really good service
to our customers. I think that locally,
people know that they can rely on
us for everything, we’re at that stage
where we have built up trust with our
customers which means they come
back time after time.

business community. Each
member brings their own

experience and their own unique take
on running a business on the Rock. In
this issue of Intouch, we profile Rosana
Olivares, founder of The Jewel Box
which recently celebrated its 40th year
in business.

How did you start The Jewel
Box?
At first, I started with Amelia and
my sister - it was the three of us as
partners, then after six years I stayed
on my own running it. In the beginning,
obviously was difficult because to get
a shop going, obviously, the financial
side was the most difficult because,
for a jewellery shop, you do need a lot
of money upfront. I think for about 10
years I didn’t even get any wages. I kept
on working, working, I had to work lots
of hours because I had to do the office
myself, the accounts, the buying, the
pricing, and the marketing.
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Have you been missing the
tourist trade?
Luckily enough, our business depends
more on the local population than
visitors to Gibraltar. Obviously, trade
from tourists is always a bonus, but
again, we have very faithful tourists.
Our shop doesn’t look as glamorous as
other shops in Main Street, but when
tourists come to our shop, and they
realize the service that they’re getting,
and the value for money that they’re
getting, they return! Even the people
who live in UK, when they come, they

How do you encourage repeat
business?
Customer service is very, very, very
important. I can tell you that at The
Jewel Box, we pay the same attention
to a person buying a silver bracelet
as buying a diamond bracelet, and
people really know that. For that person
who’s buying the silver bracelet, it’s an
important and often emotive purchase.
They might buy a silver bracelet and
in six years’ time, they may want to
buy another piece of more important
jewellery. I feel that everybody deserves
respect, and every customer is a valued
customer.

How important is knowing the
product?
You have to know your products
well, and you have to be very explicit,
especially in the jewellry trade to
explain what you are selling because
sometimes I repair things from which
haven’t been bought in my business,
and I ask them, what is this? Half of the
people don’t even know what they’ve
got. To have a good knowledge of the
product, also, that your staff also have
a good knowledge of the product. For
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example, when we take repairs, we
have to check exactly what we’re taking
and check exactly the condition that
everything is coming in. We’ve really
never had a problem but we have to be
very careful in identifying the diamonds
when we are taking it for repairs.

Have you ever wanted to
expand?
I did open another shop on Queensway
Quay Marina which I closed and
rented as offices instead. I never really
wanted to expand further because
we try to give our customers the
best service possible. If I had even
another shop on Main Street, I feel you
cannot pay the same attention to your
customers. Customer service, for me
it’s very important because most of the
customers we have feel quite at home
when they come to our shop.

What have been some of the
challenges?
Nowadays it’s very challenging, it’s
really very, very difficult to keep a
business going since the gold went
so high in 2008. A lot of the normal

factories that we used to buy from have
closed down, and now the gold is still
higher. It means that we were used to
our suppliers, many of them I’ve had
for 35 or 40 years. I try to stick to my
suppliers because it’s also a question
of confidence. Them in me and I trust
them. Now it’s a more challenging
situation as the world has faced a huge
crisis which has affected the economy
and the supply chain.

Any advice for someone
starting up in retail?
Well, for somebody starting up in retail,
they are going to have it very difficult.
I personally, don’t think I would have
been able to start now - I had nobody
to teach me anything, I had to learn on
my own but I’m very curious and put in
the work. The advice that I would tell
them is not to think that they’re going
to get rich quickly and that they have
to persevere and keep going, work
hard and enjoy yourself! For example,
even after 40 years, I am in the shop
nearly every day. I’d like to say also
that it’s about not giving up when the
challenges come. I think when the

going gets tough, the tough have to get
going. I am a very small person but if I
have to, I can be very tough!

You are on the GFSB’s Board.
Can you tell me a bit about
that role that you do there?
It’s quite interesting. I was one of
the people who joined the women in
business at the very beginning. It was
called the Gibraltar Business Network
at the time or something like that.
Anyway, now that we merged with
the GFSB, I happened to have been a
member of the GFSB for a long time.
Because I was a member of the two,
and I had a business in Main street, and I
was a woman so they invited me to join
the Board.
The Jewel Box Gibraltar
thejewelbox.gi

One complete solution to all
Gibraltar’s security requirements

• CCTV & Access Control
• Fire & Intruder Alarms
• Manned Guarding
• Mobile Response Services & Key Holding
• Clamping Services • Debt Recovery
Suite 33, Don House Arcade,
3rd Floor, Main Street, Gibraltar
Tel: +350 200 63699 (24hr)
sales@securitek.gi

www.securitek.gi
intouch |
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PRINT SPECIALISTS
Business Cards · Letter Heads · Compliment Slips · Duplicate Pads · Brochures · Magazines
Leaflets · Flyers · Posters · Large Format · Vinyl Graphics · Signage · Roll Up Banners

L

21 Tuckey’s Lane · Gibraltar · Tel: (+350) 200 59755 · Fax: (+350) 200 59756
E. info@rocagraphics.com · www.rocagraphics.com

DIGITAL & OFFSET PRINTING · PHOTOCOPIES · STATIONERY · DESIGN

GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS
Horticultural contractors, Convent Garden, Convent Ramp, Tel. 20043134
e-mail. greenarc@Hotmail.co.uk

Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England.
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Argus is the only Chartered Insurer in Gibraltar.
The exclusive Chartered Insurers status is
evidence of our commitment to an overall
standard of excellence and professionalism
to our customers, partners and employees.
PO Box 45, Regal House, 3 Queensway, Gibraltar
T+350 200 79520

F +350 200 70942

E enquiries@argus.gi

intouch |

www.argus.gi
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www.argus.gi | Regal House, Queensway, Gibraltar | Licensed by the Financial Services Commission

Are you looking to buy a ﬁrst home,
or move to a larger property?
If so, do you need help with
your monthly instalments?
Our qualiﬁed and experienced mortgage and relationship
managers can assist in ﬁnding the best options for you.
Your Local Bank oﬀering Local Soluuons
For a free initial review with no obligation contact our team
on 200 13900 or email us at gibraltar@gibintbank.gi to discuss your
requirements.
Tradiional banking with a modern feel, we are here to help!

@gibintbank

gibintbank

www.gibintbank.gi | +350 (200) 13900 | Gibraltar International Bank Ltd, PO Box 1375, Ince’s House, 310 Main Street, Gibraltar GX11 1AA
Gibraltar International Bank Limited is authorised and regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission. Company registration number 109679

